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Q.	 What	is	the	benefit	of	my	sponsorship?	

A. For sponsors the purpose of the scheme is to promote your business. Every time your sponsored horse is 
entered and runs in a Point-to-Point race your business name is being exposed 

* (a) in the Racecard 

* (b) optionally on the paddock rug and/or the attendants jacket both before and after the race 

* (c) optionally on the chest and/or the neck of the owner’s colours 

Total numbers of people attending Point-to-Points exceed 250,000 over the season. Depending on how many 
times the horse runs, this represents very justifiable exposure for the sponsorship payments involved. 

This	guideline	does	not	represent	accounting	advice	of	any	form	whatsoever.	If	you	are	in	any	doubt	
regarding	your	participation	in	the	above	scheme,	please	refer	to	your	accountant	or	financial	advisor.	
The	directors	of	the	PPA,	the	PtPRC,	the	PPSA,	the	PPORA	and	the	MFHA	cannot	be	held	liable	for	any	
tax	liability	incurred	as	a	direct	result	of	participation	in	this	scheme.

THE PPA SPONSORSHIP SCHEME - 
GUIDELINES FOR POINT-TO-POINT OWNERS  

1.  Find your Sponsor and agree how much they will sponsor your horse(s) for the season.  Please note that a 
minimum value of £150 and a maximum value of £950 per horse applies. Arrange for your sponsor to make 
their payment directly to you. 

2.  Agree with your Sponsor whether they wish for logos/wording to be displayed on attendant’s clothing, 
paddock sheets and across the chest site of the colours (all optional) and ensure you agree the exact  
logo/wording.

3. Register the Sponsor’s details - either through the Hunter Certificate or on an HSS1 Form (downloadable from 
www.pointopoint.co.uk). A fee of £55.20 (incl. VAT) is payable for each sponsorship registered.

4. Inform your Sponsor that their name will now be displayed in the Point-to-Point racecard every time the 
sponsored horse is entered to race in a Point-to-Point. Provide a copy of the Weatherbys confirmation letter 
for the sponsor’s records. 

VAT
Owners of Point-to-Point horses can only reclaim VAT if their horse also runs in Hunter Chases and a separate  
BHA Sponsorship Agreement is registered. Full details of the VAT scheme can be found on pages 20 and 21. 


